Integrated Pools by Canny
At a glance

Heating system: Sunbather solar pool heating
Cleaning systems: Astral Pool, Pandora Robotic Cleaner
Filtration: Astral Pool FG805 Media Filter with Viron Glass
Media, Astral Pool P600 variable-speed low-energy pump,
Astral Pool Equilibrium salt-water chlorinator with chlorine
and pH sensor kit for automatic control of both and Cooke
Industries water witch automatic water leveller
Tiles: Light-blue ceramic mosaic tiles
Lighting: 4 x Spa Electrics WN950 multi-coloured LED lights
Fence: 12mm-thick frameless glass fencing

Simplicity at its best
A stunning beach vibe amid leafy greens
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ith unmatched views of Warrandyte
and beyond, this stunning infinity
pool is the perfect addition to any
backyard. Perched on a hill, the
vanishing edge of the pool overlooks the wide
open valley of trees, bushland and windy roads,
providing a natural and beautiful aesthetic which
complements the home.
The beautiful swimming pool, which is
rectangular in shape, is a simple yet effective
addition to this modern contemporary home.
It’s located at the rear of the property and is the
perfect size and shape. The generous length and
hidden steps make this either a fantastic lap
pool or a fabulous oasis to enjoy with family
and friends.
The simple, minimalist glass fencing adds
safety and a touch of sophistication to this
pool setting. The crystal-clear glass showcases
the elegance of the infinity feature with no
unattractive security fencing or gating in the
way. The glass fencing addition also contributes
to the overall space, ensuring this poolscape
remains an open, large area.
The sandy-coloured paving tiles and sky-blue
pool tiles complement the overall home and
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are a great combination. Styling this pool area
with deck chairs and lush greenery enhances the
design and gives the owners their own beachstyle resort amid the leafy suburb of Warrandyte.
This swimming pool is fitted with a
premium filtration system that pumps water
from the catch basin to the main pool. This

ultimately reduces the need to constantly clean
the pool, while also ensuring the water does not
stagnate. This constant motion of water flow
means the water is being continually cleaned
and filtered, allowing you to relax more and
stress less. It also ensures your pool looks great
all year round.

POOLSIDE SHOWCASE
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